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Abstract: In updating of modern education, a great role belongs to the pedagogue, to humanitarization of his
consciousness and activity and development of the ability for self-determination in main conceptual aspects
of pedagogical activity from the viewpoint of the student's personhood achievement. To support the teacher
in the situation of rethinking and reorganization of personal-professional and life experience is an important task
of the further vocational education. The article reveals the theoretical bases of  the  pedagogue-professional
self-determination: its essence and content are determined; the structural-conceptual model of the phenomenon
under study is substantiated. There was claimed, logically proved, meaningfully and technologically developed
the idea of educational support of the pedagogue-professional self-determination in the system of further
pedagogical education, the essence of which lies in assistance and support of the pedagogue in solution of
problems, connected with his life and professional self-determination. The author suggests a pedagogical
concept, pedagogical principles, content, technologies and psychological-pedagogical conditions of the
pedagogues' educational support in the process of their self-determination. There were presented the results
of experimental efficiency checking of the technological complex, showing the real possible dynamics of the
pedagogues-professionals self-determination: the intensification of humanitarization properties of the
pedagogues' consciousness and activity, conceptualization of personal meanings of pedagogical labor,
increase of autonomy of professional and personal choice. 
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INTRODUCTION The enumerated tasks are also urgent, because the

In conditions of Russian education updating, a countrymen, is characterized by breaking of stereotypes
pedagogue-professional shall be ready to independent of the man's interaction with the social environment,
and   responsible   determination   of   the   individual devaluation of previous regulators of activity, axiological
position in main conceptual aspects of pedagogical pluralism, growing variety of ways of self-fulfillment and
activity,  to  professional  choice  of  advanced self-affirmation of people. 
pedagogical technologies, to understanding and In conditions of variety of spiritual-moral public
experience   of   meaning   of   his   pedagogical  activity orientations  and  ill-defined educational policy, it turns
from the viewpoint of the student's development and out that the conceptual orienting points of professional-
personhood achievement, to creation of free, value- pedagogical activity are formed at the pedagogical level
conscious substantiated pedagogical activity, based on itself - by the educational institution or the teacher himself
the professional-personal self-determination of the [1]. Today this situation is compounded by the fact that
teacher. some modernization educational projects are

Facing the unpredictable educational situations, the recommended for implementation prior to their deep
teacher is to make decisions constantly, for instance, conceptual and engineering study. In this situation the
about the priority of one or another pedagogical activity, responsibility  of the teacher for the selection of
about the selection of content and means of education, individual  strategy  of  professional  activity  increases.
the use of particular textbooks or study guides. The  spontaneous, undetermined professional behavior is

transitional epoch in Russia, experienced by our
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unacceptable. Ideally, it shall give place to conscious, C To develop the pedagogical technologies of
free, value-conscious selected pedagogical activity, based education support of the pedagogue-professional
on self-determination of the teacher in history, culture, life self-determination, broadening the technological
and profession. capabilities of the system of further pedagogical

In  the  enumerated  complex  situations,   even education with regard to level increase of
mature personality requires the support of self- professional-pedagogical culture of the teacher (due
determination.  The  scientists  from  different  countries to creation of special conditions for understanding
tend  to  think  that   the   pedagogical   education  shall and implementation of personal meaning of
not  stay  indifferent  to  troubles,  experienced  by  people professional activity and life in whole); 
of different age in situations of rethinking and C To  substantiate  and   experimentally   test   a  theory
reorganization of their personal-professional and life of the pedagogue-professional self-determination
experience [2,3]. and  his  educational  support  in  the  system of

One of the social institutes, able to provide the further  pedagogical  education  and  its  impact  on
teacher with educational support in the self-determination the   change   of   traditional   thinking   about   the
situation, is the system of the teachers' further vocational role  and  place  of  the  further  professional
training [4,5]. In this form of further pedagogical education in development and self-development of
education a lot of different purposes are combined, among the pedagogue. 
which the priority ones are the following: increment of
personal education, deepening of professional specialty, In our study [8] we substantiated the theoretical-
increase of competence level, psychological reorientation methodological provisions about the following: 
of teachers to new goals and ways of professional activity
[6,7]. The educational support of the pedagogue- C The content of the pedagogue-professional self-
professional self-determination can provide the teachers determination (the pedagogue identifies himself with
with the individual revealing and confirmation of their regard to social norms and cultural traditions of the
position in acquiring of new ways and means of pedagogical activity and implements the obtained
professional activity. However, the development and personal meanings in life and professional labor); 
implementation of its organizational forms in the system C The mechanisms (reflections - at the stages of
of further pedagogical education is impeded because of professional realization - and transcendencies,
insufficient substantiation in the pedagogical theory both rethinking of values of activity - in situations of
of the pedagogue-professional self-determination process professional crisis); 
itself and the pedagogical technologies of the relevant C Stages (self-determination itself - self-determination
educational support. in relatively constant, stable, fixed characteristics;

In this connection, the following tasks were set: bounds of "final" determinations; overdetermination

C To propose, logically substantiate, meaningfully and existence). 
technologically elaborate the idea of educational
support of the pedagogue-professional self- We revealed the essence of the pedagogue-
determination, complementing and enriching the professional  self-determination,  represented by a
traditional goals and content of further pedagogical complex  process  of  the  pedagogue's  acquiring  of  the
education; life meaning and professional-pedagogic existence (search

C To substantiate the pedagogical concept of for vocation; determination of life and professional
educational support of the pedagogue-professional perspective; finding of value-conscious bases for the
self-determination, creating the conditions for strategy selection of pedagogical activity; the selection of
updating of the further pedagogical education one's own conceptual and technological approaches) and
strategy, a transition from "knowledgeable" to their implementation in the sphere of professional labor
humanitarian paradigm of assistance to the teacher in and the whole life (real implementation of the acquired
realization of the value-conscious bases of his personal meaning in professional and personal
professional activity, his experience and elaboration achievements of the teacher, optimal pedagogical
of individual concept of pedagogical labor; decisions). 

self-transcendence - transcendence the narrow

- rethinking of one's own experience, ideas, mode of
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The idea of unity and professional self-determination understand the pedagogical phenomena, structured into
is implemented in the construction of structural- the system of principles and views, being a basis for
meaningful model of pedagogue-professional self- interpretation of pedagogical phenomena and
determination, which includes two substructures. The organization of pedagogical activity. The pedagogue's
substructure  "Self-determination  of  the  pedagogue- activity concept, in dependence on the level of his self-
professional in the world of professional labor" determination, can be understood and structured with
characterizes the pedagogue's search for personal different level of completeness and accuracy, but it is
meanings and values of pedagogical labor, determinated present in any way. The Institute  professors  are  able  to
by the relation to a student. Another substructure "Self- help the teacher to understand the advantages and
determination of the pedagogue-professional in the disadvantages of his position, to realize the pedagogical
structure of life way" reflects the role of self-determination problems and to try to find another, non-standard
in implementation of professional and life plans of the solution for the sake of overcoming the inefficiency and
pedagogue. It is based on the relation of the teacher to triviality of education and upbringing. 
himself, as a subject of pedagogical labor and to his Only when the private position in all main conceptual
profession. Each of the substructures is exposed through aspects of activity are determined, the technological self-
the level system of self-determination, represented as a determination becomes possible, in other words, the
unity of actions of a self-determining man. teacher's selection of procedures, methods, forms of

Thus, the pedagogue-professional self-determination interaction of the teacher and the students. 
in the world of professional labor is exposed by levels, The criteria and levels of pedagogue-professional
different in content and functions: paradigm, conceptual, self-determination were determined in our study. The first
technological self-determination. What is the essence of three levels of the pedagogue-professional self-
this hierarchic organization of professional-pedagogical determination are connected with his orientation to norm
self-determination? and standards of the social medium. However, the

It is absolutely obvious that the teacher's self- teachers with different level of self-determination have
determination cannot start with the selection of any different level of individual consciousness of pedagogical
educational technique or methodology. The selection of labor social values, which grows when shifting from the
goals, content, ways of education and the whole first, dogmatic, to the second, situational-normative and
individual strategy of professional  activity  is  based  in then to the third, functional-role level of self-
some value system, or, in other words, is determined by determination. The next three levels of self-determination
one or another pedagogical paradigm. are connected with the teacher's orientation to the cultural

It was revealed by I.A. Kolesnikova [9], the values; they reflect his universal (humanistic) motivation
pedagogical reality is multi-paradigmal, i.e. (they are the potential-creative, situational-creative and
inhomogeneous, variative and admits the coexistence of creative levels of self-determination). Finally, self-
different ways to work with the person. Hence, it is determination can be implemented not only in the sphere
possible to build the pedagogical processes and activity of social or cultural values, but also in the sphere of so-
in different ways. However, in any case, the teacher shall called above-human values. Three final levels - moral-
be aware of what limiting bases or values determine his contemplative, spiritual-practical and philosophical - are
professional activity. The purpose of paradigm self- different in the measure of acquisition and implementation
determination is to define the context clearly, where it will of spiritual values. Not every teacher achieves the highest
be developed the teacher's activity in finding and level of self-determination, connected with philosophical
implementation of meaning of professional-pedagogical understanding of life and professional activity. According
existence. In case of non-situational paradigmal self- to the experiment, many teachers start their self-
determination  (not  depending  on  up-to-the-minute determination on the basis of existing patterns and
circumstances and profit motives, non-casual), each standards of pedagogical labor. That is why the
component of the pedagogical activity (goals, content, educational support plays a specific role in dynamics of
technological support, result evaluation criteria etc.) will self-determination of the pedagogue-professional. 
be mediated by the paradigm. We understand the educational support of the self-

The paradigmal self-determination is a prerequisite of determining pedagogue in the system of educators'
creation a private concept of professional labor by the further vocational training as the facilitation and
teacher. A pedagogical concept is a special way to assistance in understanding and solution of problems of
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life and professional self-determination. It is implemented precedents can be represented by the decision-making
as a dialogue and collaboration of the pedagogue with the cases, making of responsible deeds, which can be found
andragogue (a specialist in theory and practice of adult in personal history, individual past of everyone. The
education) or colleagues-professionals and it consists in cultural and individual precedents of the man's self-
creation of conditions for individual making of life or determination constituted the basis of educational
professional decision based on activated mechanisms of support of the pedagogue-professional self-
self-determination (reflections and transcendences). The determination.
conditions are the following: 1) reflexive character of The development of pedagogical technologies of
educational process in the career development system of educational support of pedagogues-professionals was
educators; 2) its dialogization; 3) implementation of based on the idea about the dialogical understanding of
facilitator position by the andragogue. essence of individual and cultural precedents of self-

It shall be noted that the answer to the question - determination. A teaching about the understanding and
what are the opportunities of the educators' further interpretation of text meanings is called hermeneutics, that
vocational training as a factor of self-determination of the is why the leading approach, unifying all five
professional teacher - was not simple, because the self- technologies, developed by us, is the hermeneutical
determination is neither the knowledge, which can be approach, which consists in creation of conditions for
passed in the process of communication, nor the skill, understanding the uniqueness of existence by the self-
acquired in activity, nor the standard of activity. If all the determining person in the process of understanding the
traditional education is build on the pass of cultural cultural texts, his own deeds and deeds of other people.
patterns or norms, then the educational support of self- A base technological complex of educational support of
determination can not be narrowed down to the pass of the pedagogue-professional self-determination includes
norms, because a norm is a way of a man's determination the following technologies: hermeneutic, providing the
on the basis of origins, values and initial bases, selected pedagogues' understanding of cultural and individual
by another person. precedents of self-determination; task, presenting the

In our study, we revealed the substantive basis of elements of support content as the pedagogical tasks,
educational support of self-determination, which is activating the reflexive mechanism of the pedagogue self-
represented by not the cultural norms, but by cultural and determination; playing, supposing the imitation of
individual precedents. A precedent is understood as a problem-conflict pedagogical situations, actualizing the
case, happened previously, which serves as an example or self-determination of the professional pedagogue in the
justification for the next similar cases. The definition itself process of his interaction with other personal and
has a pointing to the need in individual identification of professional positions; chronotopos, contributing to the
this cultural phenomenon. The precedent is something reconstruction of individual precedents of self-
that is important for me, as it serves the example and determination in time and circumstances of life journey
justification. For another person this cultural phenomenon and their understanding; self-project, providing the
can be a precedent or not. The precedent, differing from development of the pedagogue's views about individual
the norm, does not contain the information about the professional prospects. 
tribute "in laid-up view", it shall be comprehended. At As a result of implementation of the obtained results
that, it can be comprehended multi-variantly - in to the practice of further vocational training of
dependence on the position of comprehended person. As pedagogical staff, the following qualitative changes in the
distinct from the norm, the precedent cannot be expresses consciousness and activity of the pedagogues-
in theoretical terms, general notions, laws, but can only be professionals are achieved: the strengthening of the
described in phenomenological way by means of proper humanitarization attributes of consciousness and activity;
names, specified events and definite chronological dates the change of personal meanings of pedagogical labor;
of life. Having analyzed the literature, we came to the the increase of the pedagogues' autonomy in organization
conclusion, that the cultural precedents of self- of events of professional life and the whole life activity;
determination can be represented by the following: an the improvement of realization and structuring of
integral cultural image (for instance: Prometheus, Hamlet, pedagogical labor private concept; the development of
Don Quixote etc., as per V.S. Bibler) [10] and also  by  the the ability to determine the subjective-optimal
deeds of historical figures and literature characters, professional way and to reveal the prospects of
having become the cultural asset. The individual professional development. 
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